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Abstract. Recently, e-commerce becomes widespread; hence electronic department stores come
into being. As a result, Chan and Chang proposed a scheme for digital gift certificates in 2002.
Because it is hard to estimate the number of the clients of the electronic department stores, reducing
the computation complexity of the electronic department stores becomes an important issue. Due
to the need, we propose two schemes for digital gift certificates. Our proposed schemes are very
practical since the computation load is light. So the schemes can be applied to the terminals with
low computation power.
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1. Introduction

In the real world, gift certificates are sold in the department stores for being used as cur-
rency in the gift-certificate-issuing department stores. A gift certificate contains a limited
amount of money of the gift certificate holder. The holder can give the gift certificate to
somebody as a present or sell it to anyone as the goods. When the holder wants to buy
some goods, the amount of the spent digital certificate is usually less than the price of the
goods. If the amount of the spent digital certificate is more than the value of the goods,
no change will be given.

Nowadays, e-commerce becomes more and more popular. Lots of people purchase
any desired goods over the Internet. The electronic department stores come into being
because of the demand for convenience. As a result, Chan and Chang proposed the notion
of digital gift certificates in 2002. In Chan and Chang’s proposed scheme, the digital
gift certificate holder can spend the digital certificate with the equivalent amount of the
goods. In other words, the holder can be given change in Chan and Chang’s scheme. This
approach can provide the convenience of the clients since they do not need to make the
different pay by other ways – credit cards for example. Before being spent, the digital gift
certificate needs to be verified and checked whether it has been spent. If the digital gift
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certificate is ensured to be valid and not be spent before, the holder can spend it to buy
the goods in the digital-gift-certificate-issuing electronic department stores. According
to the above approaches, Chan and Chang also claimed that the digital gift certificate
has a lower security condition than the digital cash. On one hand, unlike (Goh and Yip,
2000; Wang and Zhang, 2001; Bellareet al., 2000; Minget al., 2000), the ownership of
the digital gift certificate can be transferred easily in Chan and Chang’s proposed scheme;
what is more, no extra incentive is needed while the digital gift certificate is spent since
no bank is involved in the scheme involving digital gift certificates. On the other hand,
digital gift certificates provide the transference of the ownership, which is not provided
by the traditional gift certificates.

The notion of digital gift certificates is meaningful and practical in the real world
owing to the popularity of e-commerce. Since the clients of the electronic department
stores purchase the goods over the Internet, it is hard to estimate the number of the clients.
Hence the computation ability of the electronic department stores becomes the bottleneck
if there are many clients want to purchase goods or buy the digital gift certificates. In
other words, the computation complexity of the electronic department stores should be as
low as possible. In order to reduce the overhead of the electronic department stores, we
propose two schemes in this paper. One scheme owns the same characteristics of Chan
and Chang’s scheme, and the other provides another option of spending of the digital
certificates with fixed quotas and makes the management of the digital certificates easier
since the department store can control the frequency of spending.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review Chan and Chang’s pro-
posed scheme. Then, our proposed schemes are presented in Section 3, followed by the
security analyses in Section 4. In Section 5, we make more discussions over our proposed
schemes. Finally, the conclusions will be given in Section 6.

2. The Previous Work

We review Chan and Chang’s scheme for digital gift certificates (CC-DGC) (Chan and
Chang, 2002) in this section. First, we list the requirements of the digital gift certificates
in Subsection 2.1. In Subsection 2.2, we review CC-DGC.

2.1. Requirements of Digital Gift Certificates

In (Chan and Chang, 2002), authors claimed that the digital gift certificate is similar to
the existing gift certificates found in the department stores. Each digital gift certificate
contains some secret information from both of the electronic department store and the
digital gift certificate buyer. The digital gift certificate can be verified and be prevented
from being doubly spent. Moreover, even though there are duplicates of the digital cer-
tificate, only the valid digital certificate holder can spend the digital gift certificate. The
ownership of the digital gift certificate can be transferred if the digital gift certificate is
sold to another person or is given to somebody as a present.
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The requirements of the digital certificates (Chan and Chang, 2002) are presented as
follows:

Requirement 1. The digital gift certificate contains a unique serial number for the pre-
vention of double spending of the digital gift certificate.

Requirement 2. The digital gift certificate is only generated by both of the electronics
department store and the digital gift certificate buyer.

Requirement 3. The digital gift certificate preserves a unique ownership.
Requirement 4. The ownership of the digital certificate can be transferred.

2.2. A Review of the Previous Work

CC-DGC consists of three phases, which are setup phase, ownership transfer phase, and
digital gift certificate spending phase, described in Subsections 2.2.1, 2.2.2, and 2.2.3,
respectively.

2.2.1. Setup Phase
p is a public prime number, andg is a public primitive element ofZp, whereg ∈ Z∗

p−1.
The department storeD randomly choosesxD ∈ Zp as the secret key and gets the public
key yD, whereyD = gxD mod p. The customerA has a secret keyxA and the public
key yA, whereyA = gxA mod p, asD. Suppose thatA wants to purchase a digital gift
certificate fromD. A andD perform as follows:
Step 1. A chooses a random numbertA, wheretA ∈ Z∗

p−1, and computes

rA = gtA mod p, and sA = xA + tArA mod (p − 1).

Step 2. A sends{A, D, sA, rA, M} to D, whereM denotes the relative information of
the digital gift certificate – the amount of money contained in the digital gift cer-
tificate for example.

Step 3. D first checks whethergsA = yArrA

A mod p holds or not to authenticateA. If
it does not hold,D rejects the purchase request fromA; otherwise, the phase is
straightforward.

Step 4. D chooses a random numbertD, wheretD ∈ Z∗
p−1, and computes

rD = gtD mod p,

KD,A = rD mod p,

r′A = rA mod p,

sD = h(M)(xD + sA) + tDrD mod (p − 1), and

sD,A = Msn·r′
A

tD mod p,

where h(m) is a public hash function withm as the input andsn represents
the unique serial number, which is relatively prime to(p − 1), of the digi-
tal gift certificate. Thereupon,D generates the digital gift certificateGA =
{D, A, sn, M, rA, rD, sD} and the ownershipOA = {D, A, sn, sD,A, r′A, KD,A}.
Then,D sendsGA andOA to A.
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Step 5. After receivingGA andOA, A checks whethergsD≡(yDyArrA

A )h(M)rrD

D (modp)

andMsn ≡ s
(K

tA
D,A

)−1

D,A (mod p), whereKtA

D,A × (KtA

D,A)−1 ≡ 1(mod (p − 1)). If
they do hold,A is convinced thatGA andOA are valid.

2.2.2. Ownership Transfer Phase
Suppose the scenario thatA wants to sell the owned digital gift certificate toB or gives
B the digital gift certificate as a present. The procedures of the ownership transfer phase
are presented as follows:
Step 1. A sendsr′A to B over the secure channel.
Step 2. B chooses a random numbertB, wheretB ∈ Z∗

p−1, and computes

r′B = r′A
tB mod p.

Then,B sendsr′B to A over the secure channel.
Step 3. Upon receivingr′B, A computes

sn′ ≡ h(sn)K
tA
D,A(mod p),

βA,B ≡ xA + tAr′B(mod p), and

β̄A,B ≡ β
K

tA
D,A

A,B (mod p),

and then sends{D, A, sn, sn′, β̄A,B , r′B} to D for transferring the ownership of
the digital gift certificate.

Step 4. D first computesβ′
A,B ≡ β̄

(r′
A

tD )−1

A,B (modp), where r′A
tD × (r′A

tD )−1 ≡
1(mod (p − 1)). Then,D checks whethergβ′

A,B ≡ yAr′A
r′

B (mod p), andsn′ ≡
h(sn)r′

A
tD (mod p). If they hold,D believes thatA wants to transfer the owner-

ship toB and computes

sA,B = Msn·r′
B

tD mod p, and

KD,B = KtD

D,A mod p.

Then,D updates the ownershipOA to OB of the digital gift certificate with the
serial number sn and sendsOB to A, whereOB = {D, A, sn, sA,B , r′B , KD,B}.

Step 5. A sendsGA andOB to B.
Step 6. B verifies the received digital gift certificate and the ownership by checking

whether gsD ≡ (yDyArrA

A )h(M)rrD

D (modp) and Msn ≡ s
(K

tB
D,B

)−1

A,B (modp),
whereKtB

D,B × (KtB

D,B)−1 ≡ 1(mod (p − 1)).
After the above steps,B gets the valid digital gift certificateGA with the owner-

shipOB .

2.2.3. Digital Gift Certificate Spending Phase
SupposeA wants to purchase the goods at the electronics department store over the In-
ternet with the digital gift certificateGA. He/she performs as follows:
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Step 1. A computesS1 = (sn + M)K
tA
D,A mod p and sends sn withS1 to D.

Step 2. D retrieves the relative information of the digital gift certificate numbered sn and

computesM ′ ≡ S
(r′

A
tD )−1

1 − sn(mod p), where(r′A
tD ) × (r′A

tD )−1 ≡ 1(mod
(p − 1)). If M ′ = M andGA is not sent previously,D agrees the one who knows
the common shared valuer′A

tD mod p to spendGA. If A does not use the total
amount ofM , D needs to update the values ofM , sD, sD,A.

3. The Proposed Schemes for Digital Gift Certificates

In this section, we are going to introduce our proposed schemes for digital gift certifi-
cates. In Subsection 3.1, the preliminaries and notations used in our proposed schemes
are listed. Then, the proposed schemes will be shown in Subsections 3.2 and 3.3, respec-
tively.

3.1. Preliminaries and Notations

First, the preliminaries will be shown in Subsection 3.1.1. Then, the notations used in the
proposed schemes are listed in Subsection 3.1.2.

3.1.1. Preliminaries
In this subsection, the preliminaries are shown as follows. Public keys are needed in some
approaches in the proposed schemes. With Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), each of the
digital certificate holders and the electronic department stores owns a public key and a
corresponding private key. In other words, any approach involving the public key cannot
be executed before the used public keys are verified.

3.1.2. Notations
In the following, we list the notations used in our proposed schemes:

A, B – the customers,
S – the electronic department store,
IDA/IDB/IDS – the identity ofA/B/S,
PKA/PKB/PKS – A/B/S’s public key,
SKA/SKB/SKS – A/B/S’s private key,
EPK/DSK – an asymmetric encryption/decryption scheme with a public keyPK/a

private keySK,
F ( ), H( ) – one-way hash functions,
|| – the concatenation symbol,
⊕ – the XOR operation,
Hi(P ) – hashingP i times,
KA/KB – A/B’s secret computed by inputting a “pass-phrase” chosen byA/B him-

self/herself.
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3.2. Digital Gift Certificates with Unconstrained Spending (DGC-US)

In this subsection, we will present the first scheme, in which the user can use the equiva-
lent amount of money of the digital certificates to pay the bill. The scheme is comprised
of three phases: the application phase, the ownership-transference phase, and the pay-
ment phase. In the following, these phases are demonstrated in Subsections 3.2.1, 3.2.2
and 3.2.3, respectively.

3.2.1. The Application Phase
Suppose the scenario thatA wants to purchase a digital certificate, which contains the
sum of moneyM , from S. A andS perform as follows:
Step 1. A sendsEPKS

(M ||IDA||DSKA
(M)) to S.

Step 2. After getting the transmitted data in Step 1,S computesDSKS
(EPKS

(M ||
IDA||DSKA

(M))) to retrieve(M ||IDA||DSKA
(M)). Then,S checks whether

M and EPKA
(DSKA

(M)) are equal. If it holds,S generates a unique se-
rial numbersn. S randomly generates two large numbersSEEDA and RA0.
S computes and sendsEPKA

(M ||IDA||sn||SEEDA||DSKS
(H(M ||IDA||sn||

SEEDA))), SEEDA ⊕ RA0, andH(RA0) to A.
Step 3. Upon receiving the data sent fromS, A computesDSKA

(EPKA
(M ||IDA||sn||

SEEDA||DSKS
(H(M ||IDA||sn||SEEDA)))) to retrieve (M ||IDA||sn||

SEEDA||DSKS
(H(M ||IDA||sn||SEEDA))). Then,A checks whetherH(M ||

IDA||sn||SEEDA) and EPKS
(DSKS

(H(M ||IDA||sn||SEEDA))) are equal.
If it holds,A stores(M, sn, IDA, SEEDA) as the issued digital certificate, calcu-
latesSEEDA⊕(SEEDA⊕RA0) and checks whetherH(SEEDA⊕(SEEDA⊕
RA0)) is equal toH(RA0); otherwise, it denotes that the data received is not
sent fromS. If H(SEEDA ⊕ (SEEDA ⊕ RA0)) andH(RA0) are equivalent,
A computesH3(PA0) ⊕ H(RA0 + 1) and H2(PA0) ⊕ H(RA0 + 1), where
PA0 = HF (RA0)(KA ⊕ SEEDA), and sends the computation results toS; other-
wise,A may informS to retransmit some necessary information.

Step 4. After getting the transmitted data,S checks whetherH(RA0 +1)⊕ (H3(PA0)⊕
H(RA0 + 1)) andH(H(RA0 + 1) ⊕ (H2(PA0) ⊕ H(RA0 + 1))) are equal to
each other. If it holds,S records(M, sn, IDA, SEEDA, F (RA0), H3(PA0)) in
the maintained database; otherwise,S will inform A to retransmit some necessary
information for the verification of the digital certificate ownership.

3.2.2. The Ownership-transference Phase
In the previous subsection, we have shown howA buys a digital certificate fromS. A

may want to sell the digital certificate toB or sends it toB as a gift. In the following, the
approaches to transfer the ownership are shown.
Step 1. A sends EPKB

(M ||IDA||sn||SEEDA||IDB ||DSKA
(H(M ||IDA||sn||

SEEDA||IDB))) to B.
Step 2. B verifies the received data as mentioned in Step 3 of the application phase. If

the data sent in Step 1 is valid,B sendsEPKS
(M ||IDA||sn||SEEDA||IDB ||
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DSKA
(H(M ||IDA||sn||SEEDA||IDB))) to S; otherwise,B may ignore the

deals or askA to retransmit the necessary information.
Step 3. S verifies the received data as mentioned in Step 3 of the application phase.

If the received data sent fromB is valid, S is convinced thatA indeed
wants to transfer the ownership of the digital certificate toB. Then, S ran-
domly generates two large numbersSEEDB and RB0. S computes and sends
EPKB

(M ||IDB ||sn||SEEDB||DSKS
(H(M ||IDB ||sn||SEEDB))), SEEDB

⊕ RB0, andH(RB0) to B.
Step 4. After getting the transmitted data,B computesDSKB

(EPKB
(M ||IDB ||sn||

SEEDB||DSKS
(H(M ||IDB ||sn||SEEDB)))) and then retrieves(M ||IDB ||

sn||SEEDB ||DSKS
(H(M ||IDB ||sn||SEEDB))). If H(M ||IDB ||sn||

SEEDB) and EPKS
(DSKS

(H(M ||IDB ||sn||SEEDB))) are equal,B stores
(M, sn, IDB , SEEDB) as the issued digital certificate, calculatesSEEDB ⊕
(SEEDB ⊕ RB0) and checks whetherH(SEEDB ⊕ (SEEDB ⊕ RB0)) and
H(RB0) are equivalent; otherwise, it denotes that the data received is not sent
from S. If H(SEEDB ⊕ (SEEDB ⊕ RB0)) andH(RB0) are equal,B com-
putesH3(PB0) ⊕ H(RB0 + 1) and H2(PB0) ⊕ H(RB0 + 1), wherePB0 =
HF (RB0)(KB ⊕ SEEDB), and sends them toS; otherwise,B may inform S

to retransmit some necessary information.
Step 5. After getting the data sent fromB, S checks whetherH(RB0+1)⊕(H3(PB0)⊕

H(RB0 + 1)) andH(H(RB0 + 1) ⊕ (H2(PB0) ⊕ H(RB0 + 1))) are equal to
each other. If it holds,S records(M, sn, IDB , SEEDB , F (RB0), H3(PB0)) in
the maintained database; otherwise,S will inform B to retransmit some necessary
information for authentication.

3.2.3. The Payment Phase
ForA’s tth usage of the issued digital certificate,A andS perform as follows:
Step 1. A sendsAS and sn to S, where AS denotes the amount of spending and

AS � M .
Step 2. After getting the data sent in Step 1,S checks whetherAS � M . If it holds,

S randomly generates a large numberRA,t and sends(F (RA,t−1), SEEDA ⊕
RA,t, H(RA,t +1)⊕H3(PA,t−1)), wherePA,t−1 = HF (RA,t−1)(KA⊕SEEDA)
to A.

Step 3. After receiving the transmitted data,A computesH(SEEDA ⊕ (SEEDA ⊕
RA,t) + 1) ⊕ H3(HF (RA,t−1)(KA ⊕ SEEDA)). Then,A checks whether the
computation result is equal toH(RA,t +1)⊕H3(PA,t−1). If it holds,A can make
sure thatS is the valid electronic department store and computesH(PA,t−1) ⊕
H(RA,t + 1), H3(PA,t) ⊕ H(RA,t + 1), andH2(PA,t) ⊕ H(RA,t + 1), where
PA,t = HF (RA,t)(KA ⊕ SEEDA). Then,A sends(H(PA,t−1) ⊕ H(RA,t +
1), H3(PA,t) ⊕ H(RA,t + 1), H2(PA,t) ⊕ H(RA,t + 1)) to S and updatesM to
(M − AS).

Step 4. After getting the transmitted data,S first authenticatesA by checking whether
H2(H(RA,t + 1) ⊕ (H(PA,t−1) ⊕ H(RA,t + 1))) and H3(PA,t−1) are equi-
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valent. If it does not hold,S will reject the purchase request fromA; other-
wise, S checks whetherH(RA,t + 1) ⊕ (H3(PAt) ⊕ H(RA,t + 1)) and
H(H(RA,t + 1) ⊕ (H2(PA0) ⊕ H(RA,t + 1))) are equal to each other. If
it holds, S updates(M, sn, IDA, SEEDA, F (RA,t−1), H3(PA,t−1)) to ((M −
AS), sn, IDA, SEEDA, F (RA,t), H3(PA,t)) in the maintained database; other-
wise,S will inform A to retransmit some necessary information for authentication.

3.3. Digital Gift Certificates with Fixed-quota Spending (DGC-FS)

In this subsection, we are going to demonstrate the other proposed scheme, which is
different from the scheme mentioned in the above subsection. DGC-FS provides another
option of spending of the digital certificates with fixed quotas. This approach can make
the management of the digital certificates be easier sinceS can control the frequency
of spending. In DGS-US, the customer paysm ∗ n dollars to buy the digital certificate,
wherem is the number of the quotas andn is the face value of the quota. Suppose the
customer wants to buy the digital certificate containing one thousand dollars with the
quota, of which the face value is one hundred. In the above scenario,m is 10 andn is
100. Whenever the customer purchases goods, of which the value isv, the customer uses
m′ quotas to pay the bill, wherem′ ∗ n � v, and he/she only needs to make a deferred
payment. Ifm′ ∗ n > v, the customer will not be given change. The characteristics,
mentioned above, of DGS-US are the same as those of the existing gift certificates sold in
the department stores. This scheme is comprised of three phases: the application phase,
the ownership-transference phase, and the payment phase. In the following, these phases
are demonstrated in Subsections 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, respectively.

3.3.1. The Application Phase
Suppose the scenario thatA wants to purchase a digital certificate, which contains the
sum of moneyM = m ∗ n, wherem is the number of the quotas andn is the face value
of the quota, fromS. A andS perform as follows:
Steps 1 to 3 are almost the same as those in Subsection 3.2.1 except the followings:

(1) M is replaced bym. (2) In Step 3, after ensuring thatH(SEEDA ⊕
(SEEDA ⊕ RA0)) andH(RA0) are equivalent,A computesPA0 = Hm(KA ⊕
SEEDA), PA0 ⊕ H(RA0 + 1) andH(PA0) ⊕ H(RA0 + 1)) instead ofPA0 =
HF (RA0)(KA⊕SEEDA), H3(PA0)⊕H(RA0 +1) andH2(PA0)⊕H(RA0 +1),
and thenA sendsPA0 ⊕ H(RA0 + 1) andH(PA0) ⊕ H(RA0 + 1)) to S.

Step 4. After getting the transmitted data,S checks whetherH(H(RA0 + 1) ⊕ (PA0 ⊕
H(RA0+1))) andH(RA0+1)⊕(H(PA0)⊕H(RA0+1)) are equal to each other. If
it holds,S records(m, sn, IDA, SEEDA, PA0) in the maintained database; other-
wise,S will inform A to retransmit some necessary information for the verification
of the digital certificate ownership.

3.3.2. The Ownership-transference Phase
In the previous subsection, we have shown howA buys a digital certificate fromS. A

may want to sell the digital certificate toB or sends it toB as a gift. In the following, the
approaches to transfer the ownership are shown.
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Steps 1 to 4 are almost the same as those in Subsection 3.2.2 except the followings:
(1) M is replaced bym. (2) In Step 4, after ensuring thatH(SEEDB ⊕
(SEEDB ⊕ RB0)) and H(RB0) are equal,B computesPB0 = Hm(KB ⊕
SEEDB), PB0 ⊕ H(RB0 + 1) andH(PB0) ⊕ H(RB0 + 1) instead ofPB0 =
HF (RB0)(KB⊕SEEDB), H3(PB0)⊕H(RB0+1) andH2(PB0)⊕H(RB0+1),
andB sendsPB0 ⊕ H(RB0 + 1) andH(PB0) ⊕ H(RB0 + 1) to S.

Step 5. After getting the data sent fromB, S checks whetherH(RB0 +1)⊕ (H(PB0)⊕
H(RB0+1)) andH(H(RB0+1)⊕(PB0⊕H(RB0+1))) are equal to each other. If
it holds,S records(m, sn, IDB , SEEDB, PB0) in the maintained database; other-
wise,S will inform B to retransmit some necessary information for authentication.

3.3.3. The Payment Phase
For generalization, it is supposed thatA has used(t − 1) quotas of the digital certificate.
S records(m′′, sn, IDA, SEEDA, PA,t−1), wherem′′ = (m − (t − 1)) andPA,t−1 =
Hm′′

(KA ⊕ SEEDA), in the database, andA stores(m′′, sn, IDA, SEEDA) as the
issued digital certificate. WhenA wants to purchase goods, of which the value isv, A uses
m′ quotas to pay the bill. There are two possible cases: (1)m′∗n � v, and (2)v < m′∗n.
In the first case,A only needs to make a deferred payment by other approaches – credit
card for example. In the second case,A will not be given change.

In the payment phase,A andS perform as follows:
Step 1. A sends(m′, v, sn) to S.
Step 2. Upon getting(m′, v, sn), S first checks whetherm′ � m′′. If it holds, S ran-

domly generates a large numberRA,t and sends(C, SEEDA ⊕ RA,t, H(RA,t +
1) ⊕ PA,t−1) to A, whereC = m′′ − m′.

Step 3. After receiving the transmitted data,A computesH(SEEDA ⊕ (SEEDA ⊕
RA,t) + 1) ⊕ Hm′′

(KA ⊕ SEEDA). Then,A checks whether the computation
result is equal toH(RA,t + 1) ⊕ PA,t−1. If it holds,A can make sure thatS is the
valid electronic department store and sendsPA,t+m′−1⊕H(RA,t +1) to S, where
PA,t+m′−1 = HC(KA ⊕ SEEDA).

Step 4. After getting the transmitted data,S authenticatesA by checking whether
Hm′

(H(RA,t + 1) ⊕ (PA,t+m′−1 ⊕ H(RA,t + 1))) and PA,t−1 are equiva-
lent. If it does not hold,S will not grant the purchase; otherwise,S updates
(m′′, sn, IDA, SEEDA, PA,t−1) to ((m′′−m′), sn, IDA, SEEDA, PA,t+m′−1))
in the maintained database.

4. Security Analyses

Here, we are going to demonstrate that our proposed schemes are secure. In the following,
we show the possible attack scenarios.

4.1. Attack Scenario 1

An imposter Eve impersonates the userA to spend the digital gift certificate.
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In both DGC-US and DGC-FS, the digital gift certificate holderA pre-shares a secret
SEEDA with S. SEEDA is never transmitted without being encrypted in the appli-
cation phase or the ownership-transference phase. In other words, onlyS andA know
SEEDA. In the payment phase, for thetth usage of the digital gift certificate,SEEDA

is used to protect the secret numberRA,t, which is treated as the session key to keep
the updated password and the authentication pattern of the password secret. Besides,KA

is only known byA himself/herself. As mentioned above, it is obvious that Eve can-
not spendA’s digital gift certificate since Eve does not knowSEEDA to retrieveRA,t

from the data, sent fromS, andKA to compute the correct authentication pattern of the
password for thetth usage of the digital gift certificate.

4.2. Attack Scenario 2

An imposter Eve impersonates the digital gift certificate holderA to transfer the owner-
ship of the digital gift certificate.

It is impossible for Eve to have the ownership of the digital gift certificate transferred
sinceA must sign the transmitted data withA’s secret key in Step 1 of the ownership-
transference phase to prove the agreement of transference of the ownership of the digital
gift certificate to another person. Hence, this attack will not succeed.

4.3. Attack Scenario 3

A, who is the valid digital gift certificate holder, wants to cheatB, who wants to purchase
A’s digital gift certificate, that the ownership is indeed transferred by impersonatingS.

B can easily check whetherA is cheating in the ownership-transference phase because
S needs to sign the transmitted data with his/her own private key in Step 3, andB will
check the validity of the digital gift certificate in Step 4. SinceA does not knowS’s
private key,A cannot successfully cheatB that the ownership is transferred.

4.4. Attack Scenario 4

An imposter Eve impersonatesS to get the important information of the digital gift cer-
tificate such that Eve can spend it.

As mentioned previously, the valid digital gift certificate holderA pre-shares a secret
SEEDA with S. SEEDA is only known byS andA. Even though Eve impersonatesS,
he/she cannot cheatA sinceA will authenticateS in Step 3 of the payment phase. IfA

finds out that someone pretends to beS, he/she will not send any meaningful information
to the imposter. Obviously, the attack will not work in our proposed schemes.

4.5. Attack Scenario 5

An attacker Eve wants to get the secret information from the transmitted data.
As mentioned in Subsection 4.1, Eve cannot get the secret information from the trans-

mitted data. There are three powerful reasons: (1) the pre-shared secretSEEDA is only
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known byS andA; (2) the updated password and the authentication pattern of the pass-
word secret are kept secret by the session keyRA,t for the tth usage of the digital gift
certificate; (3)KA is only known byA himself/herself. Even if Eve eavesdrops the trans-
mitted data betweenA andS, Eve still cannot get any meaningful information about the
valid digital gift certificate.

4.6. Replay Attack

First, the session keyRA,t for the tth usage of the digital gift certificate, is changed
while t is different. Second, the password for authentication is also updated each time for
spending the digital gift certificate. That is, such a kind of attacks will not be workable in
our proposed schemes.

5. Discussions

In this section, we are going to make discussion on our proposed schemes. First, we prove
that the proposed schemes achieve the requirements listed in Subsection 2.1. Second,
we compare our proposed schemes with Chan and Chang’s to show that our proposed
schemes are both secure and efficient. At last, we present possible modifications of the
proposed schemes.

5.1. The Achieved Requirements

In both DGC-US and DGS-FS,S generates a unique serial number sn for the sold dig-
ital gift certificate in Step 2 of the application phase. Second,SEEDA is only known
the valid digital gift certificate holderA. In the payment phase,S authenticatesA with
SEEDA and checks whether the digital gift certificate is spent before. Hence, it is sure
that our proposed schemes satisfy Requirement 1 such that the digital gift certificate con-
tains a unique serial number for the prevention of double spending of the digital gift
certificate.

As shown in Subsections 3.2.1 and 3.3.1,S shares a secretSEEDA with the buyer
A and storesSEEDA and the corresponding authentication pattern combiningSEEDA

with KA, whereKA is only known byA. As described in Subsections 3.2.2 and 3.3.2,
S updates the issuing digital gift certificate with the new digital gift certificate holder
B with the pre-sharedSEEDB and the corresponding authentication pattern combining
SEEDB with KB , whereKB is only known byB. The above approaches ensure that the
issued digital gift certificate is only generated by both of the electronics department store
and the digital gift certificate buyer. In other words, Requirement 2 is indeed achieved.

As mentioned previously,S still can determine the valid holder even if the ownership
of the digital certificate has been transferred or there are copies of the digital gift certifi-
cates. In a word, it is obvious that the digital gift certificate preserves a unique ownership.
That is, our proposed schemes satisfy Requirement 3. At last, it is sure that the owner-
ship of the digital certificate can be transferred as shown in Subsections 3.2.2 and 3.3.2.
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According to the above descriptions, it is confirmed that our proposed schemes achieve
the requirements listed in Subsection 2.1.

5.2. Comparison between our Proposed Schemes and Chan and Chang’s Scheme

Here, we compare our proposed schemes with Chan and Chang’s scheme. First, we use
Table 1 to show the performance analyses of the setup phase of CC-DGC and the appli-
cation phases of DGC-US and DGC-FS, whereA andS denote the digital gift certificate
buyer and the electronic department store, respectively. We eliminate the number of frag-
mentary hash function operations to simplify the analyses. For example,A may hash the
data two times to keep the data secret, and the number of the needed hash function oper-
ations is still recorded as 0. In DGC-US, there are a sequence of hash function operations
needed. The size of this sequence is relative toF ( ). As a result, we useF to represent the
needed number of hash function operations. And,m denotes the number of the quotas.

Second, we use Table 2 to show the performance analyses of the ownership transfer
phase of CC-DGC and the ownership-transference phases of DGC-US and DGC-FS. In

Table 1

Performance comparison of the setup phase of CC-DGC and the application phases of
DGC-US and DGC-FS

Participants

Operations CC-DGC DGC-US DGC-FS

A D A S A S

Modular exponential 8 5 0 0 0 0

Public key en/decryption 0 0 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

Hash function operation 1 1 6 + F 4 4 + m 3

Total needed steps 5 4 4

Table 2

Performance comparison of the ownership transfer phase of CC-DGC and the ownership-transference
phases DGC-US and DGC-FS

Participants

Operations CC-DGC DGC-US DGC-FS

A B D A B S A B S

Modular exponential 3 8 8 0 0 0 0 0 0

Public key en/decryption 0 0 0 1/1 3/2 2/2 1/1 3/3 2/2

Hash function operation 1 1 1 1 7 + F 5 1 5 + m 5

Total needed steps 6 5 5
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Table 2,A denotes the valid digital gift certificate holder, andA wants to transfer the
ownership of the digital gift certificate toB, whereS is the electronic department store.

At last, Table 3 is used to show the performance analyses of the spending phase of
CC-DGC and the payment phases of DGC-US and DGC-FS, wherem′′ denotes the re-
mained quotas andm′ is the number of quotas to pay the bill. If the previous computation
results are stored, the needed number of hash function operations can decrease. For a(b) in
Table 3, a denote the number of hash function operations with maintaining the previous
computation results, and b denotes that without maintaining the previous computation
results. In CC-DGC, DGC-US, and DGC-FS, public keys are needed. As a result, certifi-
cates are needed to prove the validity of the public keys. Since public keys are involved
in all CC-DGC, DGC-US, and DGC-FS, the computation for verifying public keys are
eliminated.

The bit length of the product ofF ( ) does not need to be very long. Thus, simple hash
functions (Chang, 1984a; Changet al., 1982; Chang, 1984b; Changet al., 1991) can be
employed asF ( ). On the other hand, the security ofH( ) is demanded, so the secure
hash function is required to beH( ) − SHA − 1 (FIPS PUB 180-1) andMD5 (RFC
1321) for example. Any public key cryptosystem can be employed to encrypt or decrypt
the messages – RSA (Rivestet al., 1978) and ECC (Koblitz, 1987) for example.

From Tables 1, 2, and 3, we observe that the computation overhead of the participants
in DGC-US and DGC-FS is smaller than that in CC-DGC. For example, RSA is a well-
known public key cryptology, which also applies modular exponential operations. If we
employ RSA in DGC-US and DGC-FS, it is obvious that the result is the same as the
observation mentioned above. What is more, the needed steps in the application phase
and the ownership-transference phase are fewer than those in CC-DGC. Although the
steps in the payment phase of our proposed schemes are more than those in the spending
phase of CC-DGC by two, the computation overhead of the electronic storeS is reduced
greatly such thatS has the ability to allow multiple digital gift certificate holders to
purchase the goods at the same time.

In our proposed schemes, according to the above observation, it is sure that the com-
putation complexity of the electronic department stores is actually reduced; moreover, the

Table 3

Performance comparison of the spending phase of CC-DGC and the payment phases of DGC-US and DGC-FS

Participants

Operations CC-DGC DGC-US DGC-FS

A D A S A S

Modular exponential 2 2 0 0 0 0

Public key en/decryption 0 0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0

Hash function operation 0 0 5 + F 0 1 1 + m′

(8 + 2F ) (1 + m′′)

Total needed steps 2 4 4
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computation overhead of all the participants is also reduced. This is helpful for terminals
with limited computation ability. We can sum up that our proposed schemes are really
practical.

5.3. Possible Modifications

In this subsection, we are going to present the possible modifications of our proposed
schemes.

5.3.1. Adding Values of the Digital Gift Certificates
DGC-US provides the same characteristics of Chan and Chang’s proposed scheme; in
addition, the number of spending the digital gift certificate is not limited due to the prop-
erties of DGC-US. For the digital gift certificate holder, having the will of adding the
value of the held digital gift certificate is a strong probability. As a result,S can provide
such service in DGC-US.

5.3.2. Simplifying DGC-US
We may reduce the number of hash operations in DGC-US. If the digital gift certificate
holder does not have the will to add the value of the held digital gift certificate,S may just
apply DGC-FS to DGC-US by settingm to beM , wherem andM denote the number of
quotas and the amount contained in the digital gift certificate, respectively. In one hand,
this approach can reduce the needed number of hash operations in DGC-US; in the other
hand, this approach will limit the service provided byS as mentioned in Subsection 5.3.1
and will not gain benefit ifM is very large.

5.3.3. Operating without Public Keys
In fact, key derivation services without public keys are quite often superior in practice to
PKI’s or are at least widely deployed. However, applying public keys burdens the users
since users need to verify the involved public keys before using them for computation. If
public keys are not used, the trusted third party must involve in the interaction between
all the participants. The overhead of the trusted third party, which is the bottleneck, will
become an important issue.

6. Conclusions

As e-commerce becomes more and more popular nowadays, electronic department stores
come into being. Hence, Chan and Chang proposed a scheme for digital gift certificates
recently. Because it is hard to estimate the number of the clients of the electronic de-
partment stores, reducing the computation complexity of the electronic department stores
becomes an important issue. Because of the need, we propose two schemes for digital
gift certificates. According to Sections 4 and 5, it is obvious that our proposed schemes
are not only secure but also practical since the computation complexity is reduced such
that the terminals with low computation ability can easily handle the computation needed
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in the interactions between the participants. In a word, our proposed schemes are suitable
for being used in the real world because of the security and the efficiency provided by
them.
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Nedidelio skaičiavim ↪u sudėtingumo schemos skaitmeniniams dovan ↪u
sertifikatams

Ya-Fen CHANG, Chin-Chen CHANG

Neseniai elektroniṅe komercija plǎciai paplito; taigi atsirado elektroninės parduotuv̇es. To
rezultate 2002 metais Chan ir Chang pasiūlė skaitmenini↪u dovan↪u sertifikat↪u schem↪a. Kadangi
sunku ↪ivertinti elektronini↪u parduotuvi↪u klient ↪u skaǐci ↪u, tampa svarbu sumažinti elektronini↪u par-
duotuvi ↪u skaǐciavimo suḋetingum↪a. Dėl šio poreikio mes sīulome dvi skaitmenini↪u dovan↪u ser-
tifikat ↪u schemas. M̄us ↪u pasīulytos schemos yra labai praktiškos del nedidelio skaičiavimo ap-
krovimo. Taigi šios schemos gali b̄uti panaudojamos terminaluose su mažu skaičiavim ↪u paj̇egumu.


